
CBPM058
Paper Pad 12x12”

CBH058
Paper Pad 8x8”

CBT058
Patterns Pad 12x12”

CBCL058
Creative Pad A4

CBQE058
Fussy Cut Pad 6x6”

MADE IN ITALY

anais & bowie
tutorial step by steptutorial step by step



- 30x30 Paper Pad CBPM058

- 8 acetate sheets A4 size

- 1 acrylic paper A4, 1 mm

- Paper glue

- Cotton ribbon 

  (2 different colors,  

  about 30 cm each)

- 4 eyelet

anais & bowie
materials

Cut the acrylic and acetate 
tags. The acrylic material can 
substitute with the acetate. In 
this project 2 changes for each 
character have been created, so 
2 acrylic tags for the characters 
and 8 acetate tags (2 for each 
clothes change) (image A)
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Cover all the tags with scrapbooking paper. Try using 

a whole paper item or a tag made of acrylic material; 

instead of the acetate tag it is possible to use some 

paper stripes (13.5x2 cm -2; 4.4x2 cm -2; 5x2 cm -1.8; 

8x2 cm -1); in this way the use of the paper is optimised. 

(image B).
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Create the pockets. Cut 2 paper elements for each central tags. Paste it leaving in the upper side the hole 

of the pocket. The upper side of the frame of the tag, which you can paste from the scrapbooking paper, is 

a little bigger than the base (base: 1 cm; upper part 1.3 cm). Leave 3 mm in the lower part and on the edges 

for the pocket thickness. The locks will be 1 cm (image c). Create 2 pockets for each acrylic tag.
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Paste the little girl and the boy on the 

tag, making the front and the rear part 

corresponding. Start glue the clothes on the 

other tags. In order to do this, insert the tag in 

the pocket and, when it is well arranged, paste 

the clothes respecting the child position. 
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Prepare two holes, then insert the eyelets and 

the ribbon in each acrylic tag.  Important: do 

not use too much glue in order not to get 

the acrylic or the acetate bas dirty. Otherwise 

clean it very well with a cotton tissue.
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